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As the skuzzy brutal biker exploitation tale DEAR GOD NO! rip its way onto DVD this week,
director James Bickert is prepping their big screen return and once again enlisted one of
modern poster art’s giants to help prepare the world. Head below for the exclusive premiere of
Tom Hodge’s, aka The Dude Designs (THE INNKEEPERS, HOBO WITH A SHOTGUN),
NSFW advance poster for FRANKENSTEIN CREATED BIKERS, and all the details on how
you can let The Impalers into your house today.

While FRANKENSTEIN CREATED BIKERS is currently in preproduction, you can get your fill
of blood, boobs and bikes with DEAR GOD NO!, the super 16mm throwback that follows
“outlaw motorcycle gang The Impalers through a murder spree that ends in a home invasion
gone terribly wrong when they attack two graduate students, a disgraced Anthropologist and
his teenage daughter. A demonic creature in the woods, a deadly secret in the basement,
rivers of blood and abundant nudity add to the surprises that are sure to thrill genre fans.”
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DEAR GOD NO! is out now from Big World Pictures, and you can nab it over at Amazon. Its
features include:

· Anamorphic 16:9 transfer from Super 16mm Negative

· Theatrical Trailer

· Behind the Scenes

· Zombie Apocalypse Canadian Theatrical Promo

· Torture Porn Parody Promo for The South Alabama Film Festival

· Commentary with writer/director James Bickert & composer Richard Davis

· Commentary with actors Jett Bryant, Madeline Brumby and Shane Morton

· Still gallery & poster art slideshow from the set, theatrical screenings and film festivals

· Six hidden Easter eggs

For more on DEAR GOD NO! and the upcoming FRANKENSTEIN CREATED BIKERS, head
to the films’ official site .
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